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Introduction

This is the third in a series of stories for reproduction which begins with *Elementary Stories for Reproduction* and continues with *Intermediate Stories for Reproduction*. A fourth book, *Note-taking Practice*, provides students with training in note-taking at lectures.

This book contains 60 stories, each between 225 and 350 words long, and all written within the 2,075-word vocabulary given in the Appendix. The grammatical patterns are limited to those in A. S. Hornby’s *A Guide to Patterns and Usage in English*.

Here are some ways in which the stories in this book can be used:

1. **Listening and Speaking**
   Only the teacher has the book. He reads one of the stories aloud to the students two or three times, and they then have to retell the story orally, or to answer oral questions about it. This is best done in very small classes, of course.

2. **Listening and Writing**
   Only the teacher has the book. He reads one of the stories to the students two or three times, and they then write down as much of it as they can remember, or answer questions about it in writing (the questions can be written on the blackboard, or dictated by the teacher). This can be done in a large class.

3. **Reading and Writing**
   Each student has a copy of the book. He reads one of the stories for a certain number of minutes, then shuts the book and writes down as much of the story as he can remember, or answers questions about it in writing. The questions can be written on the blackboard, or dictated by the teacher.

   With 1, 2, and 3, there can be an interval of time—even of several days—between the telling of the story and the reproduction.

   3 can be done by students who have no teacher. They can read a story, close their books and then write down as much of the story as they can remember. When they have finished, they can open their books again and check what they have written by referring to the story in the book.
As one approaches some crossroads, one comes to a sign which says that drivers have to stop when they come to the main road ahead. At other crossroads, drivers have to go slow, but they do not actually have to stop (unless, of course, there is something coming along the main road); and at still others, they do not have either to stop or to go slow, because they are themselves on the main road.

Mr Williams, who was always a very careful driver, was driving home from work one evening when he came to a crossroads. It had a ‘Slow’ sign, so he slowed down when he came to the main road, looked both ways to see that nothing was coming, and then drove across without stopping completely.

At once he heard a police whistle, so he pulled in to the side of the road and stopped. A policeman walked over to him with a notebook and pencil in his hand and said, ‘You didn’t stop at that crossing.’

‘But the sign there doesn’t say “Stop”,’ answered Mr Williams. ‘It just says “Slow”, and I did go slow.’

The policeman looked around him, and a look of surprise came over his face. Then he put his notebook and pencil away, scratched his head and said, ‘Well, I’ll be blowed! I am in the wrong street!’

Before the last war, officers in the navy had a lot more freedom when their ship was in port than they have nowadays. They were expected to lead a busy social life, and to take an active part in sport ashore. It was therefore rather difficult for them to find time to do all their other duties.

Usually, all the officers in a ship used to have a regular meeting together once a week to receive orders from their captain, make reports and discuss any business that had to be discussed, such as who should represent the ship in the next football match.

One such meeting was being held on board a ship one day, and after the regular business had been completed, the time came to discuss the date of the next meeting. Friday of the next week was suggested, and so was Monday of the week after, but both of them interfered with somebody’s arrangements for the weekend, and in the end it was generally agreed that the meeting
should be held on Wednesday, as this would be the least likely day to interfere with anybody's convenience, since it was right in the middle of the week.

As the officers were leaving, however, one of them was heard to say, 'Wednesday is the worst day, because it interferes with two weekends!'
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Mr and Mrs Williams had always spent their summer holidays in England in the past, in a small boarding-house at the seaside. One year, however, Mr Williams made a lot of money in his business, so they decided to go to Rome and stay at a really good hotel while they went around and saw the sights of that famous city.

They flew to Rome, and arrived at their hotel late one evening. They expected that they would have to go to bed hungry, because in the boarding-houses they had been used to in the past, no meals were served after seven o'clock in the evening. They were therefore surprised when the clerk who received them in the hall of the hotel asked them whether they would be taking dinner there that night.

'Are you still serving dinner then?' asked Mrs Williams.

'Yes, certainly, madam,' answered the clerk. 'We serve it until half-past nine.'

'What are the times of meals then?' asked Mr Williams.

'Well, sir,' answered the clerk, 'we serve breakfast from seven to half-past eleven in the morning, lunch from twelve to three in the afternoon, tea from four to five, and dinner from six to half-past nine.'

'But that hardly leaves any time for us to see the sights of Rome!' said Mrs Williams in a disappointed voice.
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Mrs Black was having a lot of trouble with her skin, so she went to her doctor about it. He could not find anything wrong with her, however, so he sent her to the local hospital for some tests. The hospital, of course, sent the results of the tests direct to Mrs Black's doctor, and the next morning he telephoned her to give her a list of the things that he thought she should not eat, as any of them might be the cause of her skin trouble.
Mrs Black carefully wrote all the things down on a piece of paper, which she then left beside the telephone while she went out to a ladies' meeting. When she got back home two hours later, she found her husband waiting for her. He had a big basket full of packages beside him, and when he saw her, he said, 'Hullo, dear. I have done all your shopping for you.'

'Done all my shopping?' she asked in surprise. 'But how did you know what I wanted?'

'Well, when I got home, I found your shopping list beside the telephone,' answered her husband, 'so I went down to the shops and bought everything you had written down.'

Of course, Mrs Black had to tell him that he had bought all the things the doctor did not allow her to eat!

Some young soldiers who had recently joined the army were being trained in modern ways of fighting, and one of the things they were shown was how an unarmed man could trick an armed enemy and take his weapon away from him. First one of their two instructors took a knife away from the other, using only his bare hands; and then he took a rifle away from him in the same way.

After the lesson, and before they went on to train the young soldiers to do these things themselves, the two instructors asked them a number of questions to see how well they had understood what they had been shown. One of the questions was this: 'Well, you now know what an unarmed man can do against a man with a rifle. Imagine that you are guarding a bridge at night, and that you have a rifle. Suddenly you see an unarmed enemy soldier coming towards you. What will you do?'

The young soldier who had to answer this question thought carefully for a few seconds before he answered, and then said, 'Well, after what I have just seen, I think that the first thing I would do would be to get rid of my rifle as quickly as I could so that the unarmed enemy soldier couldn't take it from me and kill me with it!'
A certain poet had written a play, and arrangements were being made to perform it. Of course, the poet was asked to give his advice on the scenery, the lighting, and all the other things that help to make a play successful, and he proved to be a very difficult man to please, as he had his own very definite ideas of how each scene should look.

In one of the scenes in the play, it was necessary to produce the effect of a wonderful sunset, which the young lovers watched together before singing one of their great love songs.

The theatre electricians worked very hard to produce this sunset effect. They tried out all kinds of arrangements and combinations of lights—red lights, orange lights, yellow lights, blue lights, lights from above, lights from behind, lights from the front, lights from the sides—but nothing satisfied the poet, until suddenly he saw exactly the effect that he had been dreaming of producing ever since he had written his play.

'That's it!' he shouted excitedly to the electricians behind the stage. 'That's just right! Keep it exactly like that!'

'I'm sorry, sir,' answered the chief electrician, 'but we can't keep it like this.'

'Why ever not?' asked the poet angrily.

'Because the theatre is on fire, sir,' answered the chief electrician. 'That's what's producing the effect you can see now!'

Nasreddin never seemed to have enough money to pay his bills, so he always owed money to the shopkeepers in his town. Most of them were patient, understanding men and did not speak to him very often about the money that he owed them, but there was one who was not at all patient, and who was also very fond of money. Whenever this man saw Nasreddin, he reminded him of the money that he had not yet paid him, and he very often did this in front of Nasreddin's best friends, which made Nasreddin feel very uncomfortable, as he did not want his friends to know that he was so poor.

One day, therefore, Nasreddin decided to teach the shopkeeper a lesson.
The next time that the man stopped him in the street and began to shame him publicly about his debt to him, Nasreddin said, 'Wait a minute. How much money do I in fact owe you?'

'You owe me exactly one hundred and twenty-two liras,' answered the shopkeeper.

'Well,' said Nasreddin, 'if I paid you forty liras this month, another forty next month, and forty more the month after that, how much would I still owe you?'

'You would then owe me two liras, of course,' answered the shopkeeper.

'Well, aren't you ashamed of yourself,' Nasreddin said, 'giving me all this trouble for only two liras?'

Mrs Baker's sister was ill. She had someone to look after her from Monday to Friday, but not at the weekend, so every Friday evening Mrs Baker used to go off to spend the weekend with her at her home in a neighbouring town. But as Mr Baker could not cook, she had arranged for his sister to come over and spend the weekend looking after him at their home.

This meant that Mr Baker had quite a busy time when he came home from work on Friday evenings. First he had to drive home from the railway station. Then he had to drive his wife to the station to catch her train. And then he had to wait until his sister's train arrived, so as to take her to his house.

Of course, on Sunday evening he had to drive his sister to the station to catch her train back home, and then wait for his wife's train, so as to bring her home.

One Sunday evening he had seen his sister off on her train and was waiting for his wife's arrival when a porter, who had often seen him at the station, came over and spoke to him.

'You are having a lot of fun,' he said. 'But one day one of those women is going to catch you with the other, and then you will be in real trouble!'
A gay young man, who earned his living as a drummer in a band, had just married, and he and his wife were looking for somewhere to live. They saw a lot of places, but there was always something that one of them did not like about them. At last, however, they found a block of new flats which both of them really liked. However, there was still the problem of whether they should take one of the ground-floor flats, which had a small garden, or one of the upstairs ones.

At last they decided on a first-floor flat—not too low down and not too high up—and moved in. After they had bought furniture, carpets, curtains, and all the rest, they gave a big party to celebrate the setting up of their first home together.

It was a gay and noisy party, as all the host’s friends from the band came and played their instruments. The guests danced, sang and practised on their host’s drums.

Soon after one a.m. the telephone rang. The hostess went to answer it in the hall, and after she had finished, came back with a happy smile on her face and said to her husband, ‘That was the man who has just moved into the flat downstairs telephoning, dear. I am so glad we decided not to choose it. He says it is terribly noisy down there.’

Just after the last war, people were very willing to give money to help those who had suffered from it. But not everyone who collected money was honest. The newspapers were full of stories of people who had been cheated by men who went from house to house saying that they were collecting for soldiers who had been seriously wounded in the war, or for people who had lost their homes, or for some other noble cause, while all the time they were putting the money they collected into their own pockets instead of using it for the purposes they claimed to be collecting it for.

One day Mr Smith came back with another story of this kind. He told his wife that a group of people had collected thousands of dollars for the widow of the Unknown Soldier. Then someone had written to the papers about it, and they had written articles to warn other people. Mr Smith
said that he and his friends at the office had had a good laugh about the story when they had read it in the newspaper.

'Can you imagine anyone being so stupid as to believe that story and give money for the widow of the Unknown Soldier?' he asked his wife.

She looked puzzled at first, but then her face brightened. 'Oh, yes! I see now!' she answered. 'Of course, the government pays the widow of the Unknown Soldier!'
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Mr and Mrs Davies had left their Christmas shopping very late. There were only a few days more before Christmas, and of course the shops and streets were terribly crowded, but they had to get presents for their family and friends, so they started out early one morning for the big city, and spent several tiring hours buying the things they wanted in the big shops.

By lunch-time, Mr Davies was loaded down with parcels of all shapes and sizes. He could hardly see where he was going as he and his wife left the last shop on their way to the railway station and home. Outside the shop they had to cross a busy street, made even busier than usual by the thousands of people who had come by car to do their last-minute Christmas shopping.

Mr and Mrs Davies had to wait for the traffic lights to change, but as Mr Davies could not see in front of him properly, he gradually moved forward into the road without realizing it. Mrs Davies saw this and became worried. Several times she urged her husband to come back off the road, but without success. He could not hear her because of the noise of the traffic.

Finally she shouted in a voice that could be heard clearly above all the noise, 'Henry! If you intend to stand in that dangerous position a moment longer, give me the parcels!'
Most of Nasreddin’s neighbours were pleasant people, who were always ready to help each other when they were in trouble; but there was one woman who lived in his street who was disliked by everybody because she was always interfering in other people’s business, and because she was always borrowing things from people and then forgetting to give them back.

Early one morning, Nasreddin heard a knock at his front door, and, when he opened it, found this woman outside.

‘Good morning, Nasreddin,’ she said. ‘I have to take some things to my sister’s house in the town today, and I have not got a donkey, as you know. Will you lend me yours? I will bring it back this evening.’

‘I am sorry,’ answered Nasreddin. ‘If my donkey was here, I would of course lend it to you very willingly, but it is not.’

‘Oh?’ said the woman. ‘It was here last night, because I saw it behind your house. Where is it now?’

‘My wife took it into town early this morning,’ answered Nasreddin.

Just then the donkey brayed loudly.

‘You are not telling the truth, Nasreddin!’ the woman said angrily. ‘I can hear your donkey. You should be ashamed of yourself, telling lies to a neighbour!’

‘You are the one who should be ashamed, not me!’ shouted Nasreddin. ‘Is it good manners to believe a donkey’s word rather than that of one of one’s neighbours?’

Nasreddin had to preach in the mosque every Friday, but he did not like this duty at all, and was always looking for ways to avoid it. One Friday he had a good idea. When he went up to begin to preach to the people in the
mosque, he said to them, ‘Do you know what I am going to talk to you about?’

They were surprised and answered, ‘No, we do not.’

Then Nasreddin said, ‘Well, if you do not know anything about such an important matter, it is a waste of time for me to talk to you about it.’ And he went down again without preaching to the people.

The next Friday, he again asked the question, ‘Do you know what I am going to talk to you about today?’

This time the people thought that they had learnt their lesson, so they all said, ‘Yes, we do.’

Then Nasreddin said to them, ‘Well, it is a waste of time to tell people things that they already know.’ And again he went down without preaching to the people.

The third Friday, Nasreddin again said, ‘Do you know what I am going to preach to you about today?’, but this time some people answered, ‘Yes,’ and some answered, ‘No.’

‘Well,’ said Nasreddin, ‘if some of you know, and some of you do not, those that do can tell those that do not,’ and again he went down without saying another word.
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Late one night, Nasreddin was woken up by a terrible noise in the street outside his house. It sounded as if a terrible fight was going on, and as Nasreddin loved nothing better than to watch a fight in the street, he opened his window and looked out. He saw two young men fighting just outside his front door, but when they saw him watching them, they went round the corner of the house and continued to shout at each other and to hit each other there.

Nasreddin did not want to miss anything, so he ran down and opened his front door, but, as it was a cold night, he wrapped himself in a blanket before he went out.

He walked to the corner of his house and looked round it. The two men were still shouting and struggling. Nasreddin went closer to them, both to see the fight better and to try to find out what the men were fighting about. But as soon as he was within easy reach of the men, they stopped fighting, attacked him, seized his blanket and ran away into the darkness with it.

Nasreddin was too old to run after them, so he could do nothing but go sadly back to bed without his blanket.

‘Well,’ said his wife. ‘What were they fighting about?’

‘It seems that they were fighting about my blanket,’ answered Nasreddin, ‘because as soon as they got it, their quarrel ended.’
Mr and Mrs Jones’s flat was full of suitcases, trunks and packed-up furniture. The two of them were busy with pencils and paper, checking their lists of luggage, when there was a ring at the door. Mrs Jones went to open it, and saw a well-dressed middle-aged lady outside. The lady said that she lived in the flat beside theirs, and that she had come to welcome them to their new home.

The Joneses invited her in, after apologizing for the state of the flat.
‘Oh, please don’t stand on ceremony with me,’ she answered. ‘Do you know, in some parts of this town neighbours are not at all friendly. There are some streets—and even some blocks of flats—where people don’t know their neighbours—not even their next-door ones. But in this block of flats, everybody is friends with everybody else. We are one big, happy family. I am sure that you will be very happy here.’

The well-dressed lady got a shock when she came to visit the flat the next time, because she found a quite different man and woman in it. Mr and Mrs Jones had not had the courage to tell her that they were not the new owners of the flat, who were due to move in the next day, but the old owners, who had lived beside her for two years without her ever having visited them or even noticed their existence.

Mr Brown was at the theatre. He had got his ticket at the last moment, so he had not been able to choose his seat. He now found that he was in the middle of a group of American ladies, some of them middle-aged and some quite old. They obviously all knew each other well, as, before the curtain went up on the play they had come to see, they all talked and joked a lot together.

The lady sitting on Mr Brown’s left, who was about sixty years old, seemed to be the happiest and the most amusing of the American group, and after the first act of the play, she apologized to him for the noisiness of her friends. He answered that he was very glad to see American ladies so obviously enjoying their visit to England, and so they got into conversation. Mr Brown’s neighbour explained what they were doing there.
'You know, I have known these ladies all my life,' she said. 'We all grew up together back in our home town in the United States. They have all lost their husbands, and call themselves the Merry Widows. It is a sort of club, you know. They go abroad every summer for a month or two and have a lot of fun. They always go everywhere together. I have wanted to join their club for a long time, but I didn't qualify for membership until the spring of this year.'

Mr and Mrs Brown were going abroad for their holiday. They had a dog called Blackie which they were very fond of, but they could not take him abroad with them, so they looked for a good place to leave him while they were away, and at last found a place which looked after dogs very well while their owners were away. They took Blackie there just before they left for their holiday, and sadly said goodbye to him.

At the end of their holiday, they got back to England very late at night, and as they thought that the place where Blackie was staying might be closed at that late hour, they decided to wait until the next morning before going to get him.

So the next morning Mr Brown got into his car and drove off happily to collect Blackie.

When he reached home with the dog, he said to his wife, 'Do you know, dear, I don't think Blackie can have enjoyed his stay at that place very much. He barked all the way home in the car as if he wanted to tell me something.'

Mrs Brown looked at the dog carefully and then answered, 'You are quite right, dear. He was certainly trying to tell you something. But he wasn't trying to tell you that he hadn't enjoyed his stay at that place. He was only trying to tell you that you were bringing the wrong dog home. This isn't Blackie!'
Nasreddin sat drinking coffee and talking with some of his old friends. One of the things they discussed was the difference between one person’s sense of values and another’s. After some minutes, one of Nasreddin’s friends said to him, ‘Well, Nasreddin, you are a wise man, but you have said nothing on this subject yet. What do you consider to be the most valuable thing in the world?’

Nasreddin answered without hesitation, ‘I consider advice the most valuable thing in the world.’

His friends thought about this for a few moments, and then one of them asked him, ‘And what do you consider the most worthless thing in the world?’

Again Nasreddin replied without hesitating for a moment, ‘I consider advice the most worthless thing in the world.’

‘Really!’ said one of his friends. ‘You must be joking, Nasreddin! A minute ago you said that advice is the most valuable thing in the world, and now you say that it is the most worthless thing in the world! How can it be both the most valuable and the most worthless?’

‘Well,’ answered Nasreddin, ‘if you think about the matter carefully, you will see that I am not joking, and that I am quite right. When you give somebody good advice, and he takes it, advice is the most valuable thing in the world. But when you give a person advice and he does not take it, it is the most worthless thing in the world.’

Mrs Jones was over eighty, but she still drove her old car like a woman half her age. She loved driving very fast, and boasted of the fact that she had never, in her thirty-five years of driving, been punished for a driving offence.
Then one day she nearly lost her record. A police car followed her, and the policemen in it saw her pass a red light without stopping.

When Mrs Jones came before the judge, he looked at her severely and said that she was too old to drive a car, and that the reason why she had not stopped at the red light was most probably that her eyes had become weak with old age, so that she had simply not seen it.

When the judge had finished what he was saying, Mrs Jones opened the big handbag she was carrying and took out her sewing. Without saying a word, she chose a needle with a very small eye, and threaded it at her first attempt.

When she had successfully done this, she took the thread out of the needle again and handed both the needle and the thread to the judge, saying, 'Now it is your turn. I suppose you drive a car, and that you have no doubts about your own eyesight.'

The judge took the needle and tried to thread it. After half a dozen attempts, he had still not succeeded. The case against Mrs Jones was dismissed, and her record remained unbroken.
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When a big ship is in very rough sea, it has to be able to bend a little, otherwise it may break in two. If one end of the ship is on the top of one huge wave, and the other end is on the top of another, with the middle of the ship hanging in between; or if one huge wave comes up under the middle of the ship, leaving the two ends hanging, the ship's own weight will break its back if it is quite stiff.

To make a big ship elastic enough to avoid this danger, it has joints where the sections of the ship come together above the water-line, and these joints open and shut slightly as the waves lift one section of the ship or another. This is enough to save the ship from breaking into pieces.

One day a sailor was walking along a passage-way in a big ship during a storm when he was surprised to see a boy sitting comfortably in a chair at the end of the passage-way, which was opposite one of the ship's joints. The boy had a bag of nuts beside him, and every time the ship was lifted by a wave and the joint opened, he put a nut in it. As the ship came down again, the joint closed and cracked the nut, gently but firmly. The boy then took it out and put the next one in as the joint opened again.
Dick was a clever boy, but his parents were poor, so he had to work in his spare time and during his holidays to pay for his education. In spite of this, he managed to get to the university, but it was so expensive to study there that during the holidays he found it necessary to get two jobs at the same time so as to earn enough money to pay for his studies.

One summer he managed to get a job in a butcher’s shop during the daytime, and another in a hospital at night. In the shop, he learnt to cut meat up quite nicely, so the butcher often left him to do all the serving while he went into a room behind the shop to do the accounts. In the hospital, on the other hand, he was, of course, allowed to do only the simplest jobs, like helping to lift people and to carry them from one part of the hospital to another. Both at the butcher’s shop and at the hospital, Dick had to wear white clothes.

One evening at the hospital, Dick had to help to carry a woman from her bed to the place where she was to have an operation. The woman was already feeling frightened at the thought of the operation before he came to get her, but when she saw Dick, that finished her.

‘No! No!’ she cried. ‘Not my butcher! I won’t be operated on by my butcher!’ and fainted away.

Nasreddin was a poor man, so he tried to grow as many vegetables as he could in his own garden, so that he would not have to buy so many in the market.

One evening he heard a noise in his garden and looked out of the window. A white ox had got into the garden and was eating his vegetables. Nasreddin
at once took his stick, ran out and chased the ox, but he was too old to catch it. When he got back to his garden, he found that the ox had ruined most of his precious vegetables.

The next morning, while he was walking in the street near his house, he saw a cart with two white oxen which looked very much like the one that had eaten his vegetables. He was carrying his stick with him, so he at once began to beat the two oxen with it. As neither of them looked more like the ox that had eaten his vegetables than the other, he beat both of them equally hard.

The owner of the ox-cart was drinking coffee in a nearby coffee-house. When he saw what Nasreddin was doing to his animals, he ran out and shouted, ‘What are you doing? What have those poor animals done to you for you to beat them like that?’

‘You keep out of this!’ Nasreddin shouted back. ‘This is a matter between me and one of these two oxen. He knows very well why I am beating him!’
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The war had begun, and George had joined the air force. He wanted to be a pilot, and after some months he managed to get to the air force training school, where they taught pilots to fly.

There, the first thing that new students had to do was to be taken up in a plane by an experienced pilot, to give them some idea of what it felt like. Even those who had travelled as passengers in commercial airline planes before found it strange to be in the cockpit of a small fighter plane, and most of the new students felt nervous.

The officer who had to take the students up for their first flight allowed them to fly the plane for a few seconds if they wanted to and if they were not too frightened to try, but he was always ready to take over as soon as the plane started to do dangerous things.

George was one of those who took over the controls of the plane when he went up in it for the first time, and after the officer had taken them from him again, George thought that he had better ask a few questions to show how interested he was and how much he wanted to learn to fly. There were a number of instruments in front of him, so he chose one and asked the officer what it was.

The officer looked at him strangely for a moment and then answered, ‘That—is the clock.’
Mr Robinson had to travel somewhere on business, and as he was in a hurry, he decided to go by air. He liked sitting beside a window when he was flying, so when he got on to the plane, he looked for a window seat. He found that all of them had already been taken except for one. There was a soldier sitting in the seat beside this one, and Mr Robinson was surprised that he had not taken the one by the window; but, anyhow, he at once went towards it.

When he reached it, however, he saw that there was a notice on it. It was written in ink and said, 'This seat is reserved for proper load balance. Thank you.' Mr Robinson had never seen such a notice in a plane before, but he thought that the plane must be carrying something particularly heavy in its baggage room which made it necessary to have the passengers properly balanced, so he walked on and found another empty seat, not beside a window, to sit in.

Two or three other people tried to sit in the window seat beside the soldier, but they too read the notice and went on. Then, when the plane was nearly full, a very beautiful girl stepped into the plane. The soldier, who was watching the passengers coming in, quickly took the notice off the seat beside him—and in this way succeeded in having the company of the girl during the whole of the trip.

Mrs Jones was very fond of singing. She had a good voice, except that some of her high notes tended to sound like a gate which someone had forgotten to oil. Mrs Jones was very conscious of this weakness, and took every opportunity she could find to practise these high notes. As she lived in a small house, where she could not practise without disturbing the rest of the family, she usually went for long walks along the country roads whenever she had time, and practised her high notes there. Whenever she heard a car or a person coming along the road, she stopped and waited until she could no longer be heard before she started practising again, because she was a shy person, and because she was sensitive about those high notes.

One afternoon, however, a fast, open car came up behind her so silently
and so fast that she did not hear it until it was only a few metres from her. She was singing some of her highest and most difficult notes at the time, and as the car passed her, she saw an anxious expression suddenly come over its driver’s face. He put his brakes on violently, and as soon as the car stopped, jumped out and began to examine all his tyres carefully.

Mrs Jones did not dare to tell him what the noise he had heard had really been, so he got back into his car and drove off as puzzled as he had been when he stopped.

One April 1st, a country bus was going along a winding road when it slowed down and stopped. The driver anxiously turned switches and pressed buttons, but nothing happened. Then he turned to the passengers with a worried look on his face and said, ‘This poor bus is getting old. It isn’t going as well as it used to. There’s only one thing to do if we want to get home today. I shall count three, and on the word ‘three’, I want you all to lean forward suddenly as hard as you can. That should get the bus started again, but if it doesn’t, I am afraid there is nothing else I can do. Now, all of you lean back as far as you can in your seats and get ready.’

The passengers all obediently pressed back against their seats and waited anxiously.

Then the driver turned to his front and asked, ‘Are you ready?’

The passengers hardly had enough breath to answer, ‘Yes.’

‘One! Two! Three!’ counted the driver. The passengers all swung forward suddenly—and the bus started up at a great rate.

The passengers breathed more easily and began to smile with relief. But their smiles turned to surprised and then delighted laughter when the driver merrily cried, ‘April Fool!’
The women's college had a very small car-park, and as several of the teachers and students, and many of the students' boy-friends, had cars, it was often difficult to find a place to park. The head of the college, whose name was Miss Baker, therefore had a special place in the car-park for her own small car. There were white lines round it, and it had a notice saying, 'Reserved for Head of College'.

One evening, however, when Miss Baker got back to the College a few minutes before the time by which all students had to be in, she found another car in her parking space. There were two people in it, one of her girl-students and a young man. Miss Baker knew that the young man would have to leave very soon, so she decided to ask him to move his car a bit, so that she could park hers in the proper place for the night before going to bed.

As the young man's car was close to the railings, Miss Baker had to drive up beside it on the other side, where the girl was sitting. She therefore came up on this side, opened her own window and tapped her horn lightly to draw attention to the fact that she was there. The girl, who had her head on the boy's shoulder, looked around in surprise. She was even more surprised when she heard Miss Baker say, 'Excuse me, but may I change places with you?'

The soldiers had just arrived in France. None of them could speak any French, except Harry, who boasted that he knew the language very well. The other soldiers did not really believe him, because they knew that he was always boasting about something, and that what he said about himself was seldom true.
For some days, the soldiers were all kept in camp, so they had no need or opportunity to speak any French. But then the day came when they were allowed to leave for the weekend.

‘Now we can see whether you really speak French or not,’ they said to Harry.

‘All right,’ Harry answered. ‘Come with me, and I will show you.’

About ten minutes after they had left the camp, they saw a pretty girl of about twenty on the other side of the road. They would all have liked to speak to her, but of course none of them knew any French except (perhaps) Harry.

‘Now is your chance to show us whether you can really speak French, Harry,’ said one of his friends. ‘Go and speak to that girl.’

‘All right,’ Harry answered, and he crossed the road, smiled, bowed politely to the girl and started to speak to her. He had said only a few sentences when the girl’s face turned red and she smacked his face angrily and walked off.

Harry crossed the road to his friends again, his face all smiles, and said, ‘There you are! I told you I could speak French, didn’t I?’

—

When sailors are allowed ashore after a long time at sea, they sometimes get drunk and cause trouble. For this reason, the navy always has naval police in big ports. When sailors cause trouble, the naval police come and deal with them.

One day, the naval police in one big seaport received an urgent telephone call from a bar in the town. The barman said that a big sailor had got drunk and was breaking the furniture in the bar. The petty officer\(^1\) who was in charge of the naval police guard that evening said that he would come immediately.

Now, petty officers who had to go and deal with sailors who were violently drunk usually chose the biggest naval policeman they could find to go with them. But this particular petty officer did not do this. Instead, he chose the smallest and weakest-looking man he could find to go to the bar with him and arrest the sailor who was breaking the furniture.

\(^1\) Petty officer’ is a rank in the Navy. It is above a sailor, but below a full officer.
Another petty officer who happened to be there was surprised when he saw the petty officer of the guard choose this small man, so he said to him, 'Why don't you take a big man with you? You may have to fight the sailor who is drunk.'

'Yes, you are quite right,' answered the petty officer of the guard. 'That is exactly why I am taking this small man. If you saw two policemen coming to arrest you, and one of them was much smaller than the other, which one would you attack?'
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The manager of a small building company was very surprised to get a bill for two white mice which one of his workmen had bought. He sent for the workman and asked him why he had had the bill sent to the company.

'Well,' the workman answered, 'you remember the house we were repairing in Newbridge last week, don't you? One of the things we had to do there was to put in some new electric wiring. Well, in one place we had to pass some wires through a pipe thirty feet long and about an inch across, which was built into solid stone and had four big bends in it. None of us could think how to do this until I had a good idea. I went to a shop and bought two white mice, one of them male and the other female. Then I tied a thread to the body of the male mouse and put him into the pipe at one end, while Bill held the female mouse at the other end and pressed her gently to make her squeak. When the male mouse heard the female mouse's squeaks, he rushed along the pipe to help her. I suppose he was a gentleman even though he was only a mouse. Anyway, as he ran through the pipe, he pulled the thread behind him. It was then quite easy for us to tie one end of the thread to the electric wires and pull them through the pipe.'

The manager paid the bill for the white mice.
Nasreddin was friendly with most of his neighbours, but there was one woman who lived in his street whom he had always disliked. She was too interested in other people’s business, and too ready to talk about it with others. And she was always borrowing things from her neighbours and then forgetting to return them.

This woman knew that Nasreddin had a new rope in his shed, and one day she came to his door and asked to borrow it.

‘Well,’ said Nasreddin, ‘before I lend you my rope, I must know what you want it for.’

‘One of our neighbours is cutting a big branch off the tree in my garden,’ she answered, ‘and he needs the rope to pull it down with, so that it does not fall on my roof.’

‘Hasn’t he got a rope himself?’ asked Nasreddin.

‘No, he hasn’t,’ the woman answered rudely. ‘Do you think I would have come here to get yours if he had had one?’

Nasreddin said nothing, but went into his house. The woman heard him talking to his wife, and a moment later he came out again. ‘I am sorry,’ he said to the woman, ‘but I cannot lend you the rope just now. My wife is spreading flour on it.’

‘Spreading flour on it?’ the woman cried. ‘But how can anyone spread flour on a rope? Are you trying to make a fool out of me?’

‘Certainly not!’ answered Nasreddin. ‘It is quite easy to spread flour on my rope when I do not wish to lend it to somebody.’

It was Saturday, so Mr Smith did not have to go to work. It had snowed heavily the night before, and Mr Smith’s young son Bobby had a new sledge, which he was very eager to try out. There was a good slope in a park not far from the Smiths’ house, which children often used for their sledges, so Mr Smith agreed to take Bobby there in the car. They put the sledge in and went off.

When they reached the park, they found that there were already a lot of
boys there with their sledges. They were sliding down the slope at great speed, and then pulling their sledges up again for another go.

After a few minutes Mr Smith noticed that there was one poorly-dressed little boy there who did not have a sledge. This boy had flattened out an old cardboard box, and was sliding down the slope on that. Mr Smith felt very sorry for this poor boy, and determined to ask Bobby to lend him his sledge a few times.

But before he could catch Bobby to speak to him, he was surprised—and delighted—to notice that several of the older boys in the park were lending the poor boy their sledges. Mr Smith watched them carefully—and suddenly realized that the bigger boys were not doing this because they felt sorry for the poor boy, but because they enjoyed riding on his cardboard box more than on their expensive sledges. They were actually waiting impatiently for a turn on the flattened cardboard box!
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Jack was young, rich, and fond of girls. He hardly ever did any work, and spent most of his time enjoying himself.

One summer he bought a big motor-boat. As soon as it was ready to go to sea, he telephoned to one of the girls he had met somewhere, and invited her for a trip in his new motor-boat. It was the first of many successful invitations of this kind.

The way Jack used to invite a girl for a trip in his boat was like this: he would begin by saying, 'Hullo, Laura (or whatever the girl's name was). I have just bought a beautiful new motor-boat, and I would like to take you out for a trip in it.'

The girl's answer was usually cautious, because everybody in that part of the country knew Jack's reputation with girls. She would say something like this: 'Oh, really? That's nice. What name have you given to the boat?'

Jack would then answer, 'Well, Laura, I have named it after you.'

Of course, the girl would feel very proud that Jack had chosen her name for the boat out of the names of all his many girl-friends, and she would think that Jack must really love her. She would therefore be quite willing to accept his invitation to go for a trip in his motor-boat.

It would not be until she got down to the harbour and actually saw the boat that she would understand how cleverly Jack had tricked her. Because there in neat gold letters on the boat she would see its name—'After You'.
Night had come. There had been a big battle that day, and our army had taken the enemy’s front line and then advanced half a mile beyond it. We were now in a trench which the enemy had dug as a last line of defence, and we could hear them digging themselves a new trench from which to face us in the morning. They dug in the stony soil all night, and by the morning we could see only the tops of their caps and their spades as they threw the earth out.

In our trench, several of our soldiers spent the time after daylight had come shooting at the enemy caps and spades to see if they could hit any of them.

One of the enemy soldiers, who seemed to be a sportsman, joined in our game. He would suddenly put his spade up, keep it there for a few seconds to see whether one of us could hit it, and then pull it down quickly again. Next time he would put it up in rather a different place. A number of our soldiers shot at it whenever it came up, but none of them seemed to succeed in hitting it.

Then there came a time when the spade remained down for much longer than usual. We thought that the soldier might have been stopped from playing this game by an officer, or that he might have gone off for a meal or something. But just when we thought that we would not see his spade again, it came up once more, for the last time—very slowly, and with a bandage tied around it.

George and his friend Peter were fond of deer-hunting, and whenever they had a free day during the deer-hunting season, they took their guns and went off into the forest.

One Saturday they were sitting on a log eating their sandwiches and
drinking their coffee when they saw a man walking through the snow towards them. He was dressed in deer-hunting clothes, but he had no gun with him. When he got nearer, the two friends saw that he was following a deer’s track in the snow. They were both very surprised to see a man tracking a deer without a gun, so when he reached them, they stopped him and asked him whether anything was wrong and whether they could help him. The man sat down beside them, accepted a cup of coffee and told them his story.

Like them, he had gone out deer-hunting that morning with a friend. They had seen a deer with very big horns, and had followed it for some time. Then he had fired at it, and it had fallen just where it stood. He and his friend had run over to examine it, and he had said to his friend, ‘This deer’s horns will make a wonderful rack for my guns when I get it home.’ He had then arranged his gun in the deer’s horns and stepped back a few yards to see exactly how they would look as a gun rack on the wall of his study. He had been admiring the effect when the deer had suddenly jumped up, shaken itself and raced away, carrying his gun firmly stuck in its horns.
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In many seaside towns there are telescopes on the sea-front so that people who want to look at the view or at ships on the sea can do so more easily. You have to put a coin in before you can use the telescope, and after a few minutes you have to put in another coin if you want to continue using it.

One day Mr Brown was on holiday in a seaside town which had telescopes like this, and he was walking along the sea-front when he saw two sailors looking through one. First one was looking, and then the other, and they were taking turns to put in another coin from time to time.

Mr Brown was rather surprised to see sailors using the telescope, because he thought that they would have had enough of looking at the sea while they were on their ship. Then he thought that they might perhaps be looking for their own ship on the sea, but that seemed improbable to him. How could sailors not know where their ship was?

Then Mr Brown suddenly realized that they were not looking at the sea at all. The telescope was pointed at the beach, and they were looking along it slowly and carefully. Mr Brown wondered whether they had lost something.

Suddenly the sailors left the telescope and went off at a fast rate, so Mr Brown stopped wondering and continued his walk.

It was not until half an hour later that he found out what the two sailors had been searching for with the telescope. He met them again, each with a very pretty girl on his arm.
Mary was very fond of television, so when she met a young man who worked for a television company, she was very interested and asked him a lot of questions. She discovered that he had also worked for a film company, so she asked him whether there was any difference between film work and television work.

‘Well,’ answered the young man, ‘there is one very big difference. If someone makes a mistake while a film is being made, it is, of course, possible to stop and do the scene again. In fact, one can do it over and over again a lot of times. Mistakes waste time, money and film, but the audiences who see the film when it is finished don’t know that anything went wrong. In a live television show, on the other hand, the audience can see any mistakes that are made.

‘I can tell you a story about that. One day, a live television show was going on, and one of the actors was supposed to have been shot. He fell to the ground, and the camera moved somewhere else to allow time for me to run out with a bottle of tomato sauce to pour on to him to look like blood. But unfortunately the camera turned back to him before I had finished, and the audience saw me pouring the sauce on to the man.’

‘Oh, how terrible!’ Mary said. ‘And what did you do?’

‘Well,’ answered the young man, ‘our television director is a very strict man. If anyone makes a mistake, he dismisses him at once. So what could I do? I just had to pretend that this was part of the story, and eat the man.’

Johnny was four years old, and his favourite game was cowboys and Indians. He had a cowboy suit and a belt with two guns, and spent most of his time pretending to be fighting Indians.

One day his mother took him in a train for the first time. Of course, he
wore his cowboy suit and carried his two guns. He had seen a film of an attack by Red Indians on a train in the Wild West, so his mother was not surprised when he began playing at cowboys and Indians in the train. But when he wanted to open the window wide so that he could shoot out of it, she thought this too dangerous, and allowed him to have it open only at the top, so that he could shoot out of it if he stood up, but could not fall out.

He was playing happily, hiding behind the curtain, suddenly stepping forward, firing a shot out of the window and then quickly stepping back again, when he suddenly gave a cry, fell back on to the seat, and lay there with his chin resting on his chest and his arms hanging loosely beside him. Of course, his mother was frightened. She thought that something from outside the train must have hit him as he stood at the window. She shook the child gently, but he made no movement, and his eyes rolled in his head.

His mother was now very worried indeed. She picked Johnny up in her arms to go and find help; but just then he lifted one of his arms with great effort, pointed to his chest and said in a weak whisper, ‘Pull the arrow out, will you?’

The science teacher believed very strongly in practical work as a means of teaching science effectively, and she wanted her pupils’ parents to see how well their children were learning by her methods. She therefore arranged for all the parents to come and see the results of one of the children’s experiments on a Saturday evening, when all of them were free.

The children had been studying the growth of plants, and they had planted four pots of beans a few weeks before. They had put poor soil in one pot, to see what effect this would have on the growth of the beans in it, and good soil in the other three pots. Then they had put one of the pots in the dark for several days, and had given a third pot no water for the same length of time.

At the end of the lesson on Friday afternoon, the teacher put little notices on the four pots: ‘The beans in this pot were planted in poor soil.’ ‘This pot has been kept in the dark for four days.’ ‘These beans have had no water for four days.’ ‘These beans have had good soil, plenty of light and regular water.’ Then the teacher went home.
When she arrived on Saturday evening, half an hour before the parents were due to come, she found this note beside the pots: 'We read your notes to the school servant and thought we would help him, so we watered all the plants, changed the earth in the one with poor soil, and left the light on above the one that had been left in the dark for four days. We hope that the plants will now grow better.'

'Your friends,
'The Boy Scouts.'
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King Frederick the Great of Prussia had a very fine army, and none of the soldiers in it were finer than his Giant Guards, who were all extremely tall men. It was difficult to find enough soldiers for these Guards, as there were not many men who were tall enough.

Frederick had made it a rule that no soldiers who did not speak German could be admitted to the Giant Guards, and this made the work of the officers who had to find men for them even more difficult. When they had to choose between accepting or refusing a really tall man who knew no German, the officers used to accept him, and then teach him enough German to be able to answer if the King questioned him.

Frederick sometimes used to visit the men who were on guard around his castle at night to see that they were doing their job properly, and it was his habit to ask each new one that he saw three questions: 'How old are you?' 'How long have you been in my army?' and 'Are you satisfied with your food and your conditions?' The officers of the Giant Guards therefore used to teach new soldiers who did not know German the answers to these three questions.

One day, however, the King asked a new soldier the questions in a different order. He began with, 'How long have you been in my army?' The young soldier immediately answered, 'Twenty-two years, Your Majesty.' Frederick was very surprised. 'How old are you then?' he asked the soldier. 'Six months, Your Majesty,' came the answer. At this Frederick became angry. 'Am I a fool, or are you one?' he asked. 'Both, Your Majesty,' the soldier answered politely.
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At the time when Bill and Rose married, neither of them had much money, so they were unable to buy a house or flat. For the first few years of their married life, they therefore lived in rented flats. Then Bill's father died and left him some money, so they bought a house. When they moved into it for
the first time, one of Bill’s best friends sent him a bottle of wine as a present to celebrate his entry into the first house he had owned.

Bill and Rose had a lot of work to do getting their things unpacked, arranging the furniture, getting curtains and all the rest, so they forgot about the bottle of wine. In fact, they put it away in a cupboard without even unpacking it.

Bill and Rose already had two children when they moved into their new house, and a few months later, the third was born. When Rose came home from the hospital with the baby, Bill invited some friends round to celebrate its arrival, and they had a wonderful party, with plenty to eat and to drink.

After the party had been going on for some time, however, Bill found that the wine was finished. Luckily, he remembered the bottle which his friend had given him when they had moved into the new house and which was still lying unpacked in a cupboard somewhere in the house. He found it with some difficulty and brought it into the living-room where his guests were sitting. When he had unwrapped the bottle, he saw a card tied to it, so he took it and read it aloud to the others. It said, ‘Bill, take good care of this one—it is the first one that is really yours!’

Mr Jones woke early one morning, before the sun had risen. It was a beautiful morning, so he went to the window and looked out. He was surprised to see a neatly dressed, middle-aged professor, who worked in the university just up the road from Mr Jones’s house, coming from the direction of the town. He had grey hair and thick glasses, and was carrying an umbrella, a morning newspaper and a bag. Mr Jones thought that he must have arrived by the night train and decided to walk to the university instead of taking a taxi.

Mr Jones had a big tree in his garden, and the children had tied a long rope to one of its branches, so that they could swing on it.

Mr Jones was surprised to see the professor stop when he saw the rope, and look carefully up and down the road. When he saw that there was nobody in sight, he stepped into the garden (there was no fence), put his umbrella, newspaper, bag and hat neatly on the grass and took hold of the rope. He pulled it hard to see whether it was strong enough to take his weight, then ran as fast as he could and swung into the air on the end of the
rope, his grey hair blowing all around his face. Backwards and forwards he swung, occasionally taking a few more running steps on the grass when the rope began to swing too slowly for him.

At last the professor stopped, straightened his tie, combed his hair carefully, put on his hat, picked up his umbrella, newspaper and bag, and continued on his way to the university, looking as quiet and correct and respectable as one would expect a professor to be.

An American warship once paid a visit to a port in a hot country where the British navy had a base, and the captain of the British base invited the officers of the American warship to a party ashore.

Now, Americans like their drinks to have plenty of ice in them, even in a cold climate, but at the time of the warship's visit to the British base, it was generally known that the British hardly ever had ice, even in the hottest countries. The captain of the American ship did not want to have to drink warm drinks at the British party, but it would have been very impolite to refuse the British captain's invitation, so the American captain accepted, but, an hour before the party was due to begin, sent a small boat ashore to his host with several large tins of ice from the warship's refrigerators.

When the American officers went ashore for the party, they were looking forward to having plenty of ice in their drinks. They were therefore very surprised when, on their arrival, they were served drinks with no ice in them at all. They thought that the servants might perhaps not yet have had time to unpack the ice that had been sent from the ship, but the party continued, and still there was no ice. Of course, the American officers were too polite to ask what had happened to the ice that they had sent.

When the party at last came to an end, the American captain thanked his British host for the pleasant party. Then the secret of the ice came out. The British captain thanked the American captain for it and said, 'It allowed me to have the first really cold bath I have had in this place.'
The soldiers had just moved to the desert, and as they had never been in such a place before, they had a lot to learn.

As there were no trees or buildings in the desert, it was, of course, very hard to hide their trucks from enemy planes. The soldiers were therefore given training in camouflage, which means ways of covering something so that the enemy cannot see where it is. They were shown how to paint their trucks in irregular patterns with pale green, yellow, and brown paints, and then to cover them with nets to which they had tied small pieces of cloth.

The driver who had the biggest truck went to a lot of trouble to camouflage it. He spent several hours painting it, preparing a net and searching for some heavy rocks with which to hold the net down. When it was all finished, he looked proudly at his work and then went off to have his lunch.

But when he came back to the truck after he had had his meal, he was surprised and worried to see that his camouflage work was completely spoilt by the truck’s shadow, which was growing longer and longer as the afternoon advanced. He stood looking at it, not knowing what to do about it.

Soon an officer arrived, and he too saw the shadow, of course.

‘Well,’ he shouted to the poor driver, ‘what are you going to do about it? If an enemy plane comes over, the pilot will at once know that there is a truck there.’

‘I know, sir,’ answered the soldier.

‘Well, don’t just stand there doing nothing!’ said the officer.

‘What shall I do, sir?’ asked the poor driver.

‘Get your spade and throw some sand over the shadow, of course!’ answered the officer.

Some boys join the navy when they are quite young, and are then given a course of training as sailors. It is a long course, both on land and at sea, and during it the boys study things like mathematics and science as well as learning to tie knots, fire guns, and do other practical things.

One of the important things they are taught is, of course, how to swim.
In the old days, many sailors were unable to swim, but nowadays it is rare to find one that cannot.

At one school for sailor boys, the swimming instructor was very good. He had never had a boy whom he had failed to teach to swim by the time the course ended. One year, however, there was one particular boy on the training course who seemed quite unable to learn to swim. The instructor tried giving him extra lessons, he tried throwing him into the pool at the deep end, and he tried holding him up with a rope tied to the end of a fishing-rod while he attempted to swim, but he had no success at all, whatever he did. In the end, as the time drew near when the course was due to end, he had to admit defeat.

One day, he called the boy aside after the swimming lesson and said to him, ‘John, I have tried very hard to teach you to swim, but I have failed—for the first time in my life. Now I want to give you a piece of advice. Listen carefully.’

“Yes, sir,” answered the boy.

“Well,” the instructor went on, “if you are ever in a ship and it sinks, just jump over the side into the sea, go right down to the bottom and run to the shore as fast as you can. That is the only way you will save your life.”

Mr Richards was quite good at shooting with a rifle, and he had taken part in several competitions in his small town. He had never actually won a prize, but each time he had done well, and once he had come fourth.

Then he had to go to a big city on business for a month, and as he had nothing much to do in the evenings there, he joined the local rifle club, and spent several pleasant evenings shooting there.

The rifle club had a very good first team, which used to take part in a lot of important shooting competitions. One of these took place while Mr Richards was with them, and of course he went to see it. But one of the members of the club’s team suddenly fell ill just before the match, and the captain had to choose somebody else to take his place in a hurry. He had heard that Mr Richards had taken part in several competitions already, and he had seen for himself at the club that, although he was not really up to the standard of the club’s first team, he was quite a good shot. He therefore invited him to take the sick man’s place.
Mr Richards felt greatly honoured to be asked to shoot for such a good team, but he also felt very nervous, because he was afraid of making a fool of himself and letting down his team.

In fact, he was so nervous that he could not keep his hands from trembling while he was shooting, with the result that he did very badly in the competition. When he took his score card to his captain, he said, 'After seeing my score, I feel like going outside and shooting myself.'

The captain looked at the card for a few seconds and then said, 'Well, you had better take two bullets with you if you do that.'

The government wanted to put up a big office building in the capital, and had to choose an engineering company to do the work. Several big companies wanted the job, because it would bring them a lot of money if they could get it, but, of course, they could not all have it, so the government had to decide which of them should be the lucky one. They therefore appointed a government official to examine the various companies' offers, decide which were the most suitable, and then advise the Minister of Works which of them to choose.

After some months, the choice was made and work was about to begin when one of the companies which had not been successful complained to the Minister. They said that the official who had been responsible for advising him on the choice of a company to do the work had accepted bribes.

The Minister at once ordered an inquiry into the whole matter, and after a month had proof that the official had indeed taken bribes. He therefore sent for him and asked for an explanation.

The official admitted that he had taken big bribes. 'But,' he said, 'I did not just take one from the company to which I recommended that you should give the work. I took a bribe from each company to favour it in my choice of the one to recommend.'

'Well, then,' said the Minister, 'how did you finally make your choice? Did you choose the one that gave you the biggest bribe?'

'Certainly not, sir!' answered the official, deeply hurt that the Minister should accuse him of such dishonesty. 'I was very careful to take exactly the same bribe from each of the companies that were trying to get the job.'

'Then how did you choose?' asked the Minister.

'As an honest government official,' answered the man, 'I chose the company that I thought would do the work best and most cheaply, of course.'
The class teacher thought that hobbies were very important for every child. She encouraged all her pupils to have one, and sometimes arranged for their parents to come and see the work they had done as a result.

One Friday morning the teacher told the class that those of them who had a hobby could have a holiday that afternoon to get the things they had made as parts of their hobbies ready for their parents to see the following afternoon.

So on Friday afternoon, while those of the pupils who had nothing to show did their usual lessons, the lucky ones who had made something were allowed to go home, on condition that they returned before five o’clock to bring what they were going to show, and to arrange it.

When the afternoon lessons began, the teacher was surprised to see that Tommy was not there. He was the laziest boy in the class, and the teacher found it difficult to believe that he had a hobby. However, at a quarter to five, Tommy arrived with a beautiful collection of butterflies in glass cases. After his teacher had admired them and helped him to arrange them on a table in the classroom, she was surprised to see Tommy pick them up again and begin to leave.

‘What are you doing, Tommy?’ she asked. ‘Those things must remain here until tomorrow afternoon. That’s when the parents are coming to see them.’

‘I know they are coming then,’ answered Tommy, ‘and I will bring them back tomorrow; but my big brother doesn’t want them to be out of our house at night in case they are stolen.’

‘But what has it got to do with your big brother?’ asked the teacher. ‘Aren’t the butterflies yours?’

‘No,’ answered Tommy. ‘They belong to him.’

‘But Tommy, you are supposed to show your own hobby here, not somebody else’s!’ said the teacher.

‘I know that,’ answered Tommy. ‘My hobby is watching my brother collecting butterflies.’
Mr Hall was a rich business man and lived in a big house beside a beautiful river.

Now, this river usually froze over in winter, and one year it did this very early, so that by Christmas time it was covered with really thick ice. One could walk across it easily, and some brave people had even crossed it in motor-cars with chains on their wheels.

The sight of this ice gave Mr Hall an idea. He decided to have a big Christmas party on the ice. He would have all the furniture and carpets in his living-room carried out on to the ice, he would have pretty coloured lights hung all around, and they would have a wonderful party. So he sent out invitations to all his important friends, and on Christmas Day they all began to arrive at his house and then go down on to the ice. They were all in very good spirits and thought that it had been a wonderful idea of Mr Hall's to have a party on the ice, surrounded by the beautiful scenery of that part of the country, but at the same time with all the comforts of armchairs, carpets, servants, good food and plenty of drinks.

The party went on until late at night, and as the last guests said their merry goodbyes, Mr Hall congratulated himself on a very successful party.

He had drunk rather a lot during the day, so he did not wake up very early the next morning. In fact, it was nearly midday before he got up and looked out of the window at the scene of the previous day's party. What he saw there made him wonder whether he was still asleep and dreaming! He closed his eyes, opened them again—but there was no mistake! The ice had broken up during the night or in the early hours of the morning and had carried all his living-room furniture, carpets and coloured lights out to sea with it!

Mr and Mrs Davies were invited to Christmas drinks at a hotel one year. They left their car in the car-park outside and went in. Mr Davies was proud of the fact that he never got drunk, so he was careful not to drink too much, in spite of his host's attempts to press more and more on him.

During the party, Mrs Davies found that she had forgotten to bring a
handkerchief, so she asked her husband to go out to the car and get her one. He did so, but on his way back to the hotel entrance, he heard a car horn blowing in the car-park. Thinking someone might be in trouble, he went over to the car from which the noise was coming. He found a small black bear sitting in the driving-seat and blowing the horn.

When Mr Davies got back to the party, he told several people about the black bear, but of course they did not believe him and thought he was drunk. When he took them out to the car-park to show them that his story was true, he found that the car with the bear in it had gone.

There were so many jokes about Mr Davies's black bear during the following days that he at last put an advertisement in the local paper: ‘Will anybody who saw a black bear blowing the horn in a car outside the Central Hotel at about 7 p.m. on Christmas Day please phone . . . .’

Two days later a Mrs Richards phoned to say that she and her husband had left their pet bear Honeypot in their car outside the Central Hotel for a few minutes that evening, and that it was quite possible that he had been blowing the horn. Mrs Richards did not seem to think there was anything strange about that. ‘Honeypot likes blowing car horns,’ she said, ‘and we don’t mind as long as we are not actually driving the car.’

A famous actor often had to travel by train. Of course, a lot of his fellow-passengers used to recognize him on his journeys, and some of them tried to get into conversation with him, but he was usually feeling tired after acting until late the night before, so he did not encourage them to talk to him.

One day he had just got into the train with all his luggage when a young man came and sat down in the seat opposite him. The young man took out a book and began to read it, while the actor tried to get some sleep in his corner of the carriage.

When he opened his eyes, he found that the young man was looking at him with his mouth open, his book forgotten. The actor shut his eyes and tried to sleep again, but every time he opened them, the young man was looking at him with the same fixed look. At last he gave up the attempt to sleep, took out a newspaper, put it up in front of him and began to read.
After a few moments the young man cleared his throat and spoke. 'I beg your pardon, sir,' he said, 'but haven't I seen you somewhere before?'

The actor did not answer. He did not even put his newspaper down.

The young man said nothing more for several minutes, but then he tried again. 'I beg your pardon, sir,' he said, 'but are you going to San Francisco?'

The actor put his paper down this time, looked at the young man severely without saying a word, and then put the paper up in front of him again.

This time there was an even longer pause before the young man spoke again. Then he said, in a last attempt to start a conversation with the great man, 'I am George P. Anderson of Wilmington, Vermont.'

This time the actor put his paper down and spoke. 'So am I,' he said. That was the end of the conversation.
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While Nasreddin was walking home one evening, he met four of his old friends. To be polite, he invited them to come home with him to supper. He was expecting that they would equally politely refuse his invitation, but to his surprise, they quickly accepted and went home with him.

Nasreddin was a poor man, and there was never much food in his house. He knew that there would be very little for supper that night, even for his wife and himself, but he did not know how to get rid of his unwanted guests without being very rude, so he let them come with him as far as his house. But when they were a short distance from his front door, he suddenly rushed forward, opened it, went in, shut it again and then locked it. He found his wife in the kitchen and quickly told her what had happened.

Nasreddin's guests were at first surprised at his unexpected behaviour. Then they thought that he had perhaps gone ahead to make preparations to welcome them into his house. And then, when nothing had yet happened after several minutes, they began to get angry and to bang on the door, calling at the same time for Nasreddin.

After this had gone on for some time, Nasreddin sent his wife to a window to talk to the old men. She told them that Nasreddin was not at home.

'What do you mean, he is not at home, woman?' shouted one of the men. 'We came here a few minutes ago with Nasreddin, and we saw him go into the house!'

Nasreddin was now afraid that the noise the old men were making would bring all his neighbours around and that he would be publicly shamed, so he put his head out of the window and said, 'Please, gentlemen, what are you making all this noise about? This house has a back door as well as a front one. Perhaps Nasreddin came in through one and went out through the other.'
One day, Nasreddin was walking quietly along the road when somebody gave him a violent blow on the back of the neck. He looked behind him, and saw a young man whom he had never seen before.

‘How dare you hit me like that!’ shouted Nasreddin.

The young man said he had mistaken Nasreddin for a friend of his and that he thought Nasreddin was making a lot of noise about nothing.

This insult made Nasreddin even angrier, of course, and he at once arranged for the young man to be brought before a judge. There was nothing for the young man to do but to appear before the court.

Now, the judge who heard the case was a friend of the young man’s father, and, although he pretended to be quite fair, he was thinking how he could avoid punishing the young man while at the same time not appearing unjust.

Finally he said to Nasreddin, ‘I understand your feelings in this matter very well. Would you be satisfied if I let you hit the young man as he hit you?’

Nasreddin said he would not be. The young man had insulted him and should be properly punished.

‘Well, then,’ said the judge to the young man, ‘I order you to pay ten liras to Nasreddin.’

Ten liras was very little for such a crime, but the young man did not have it with him, so the judge allowed him to go and get it.

Nasreddin waited for him to return with the money. He waited an hour, he waited two hours, while the judge attended to other business.

When it was nearly time for the court to close, Nasreddin chose a moment when the judge was especially busy, came up quietly behind him and hit him hard on the back of the neck. Then he said to him, ‘I am sorry, but I can’t wait any longer. When the young man comes back, tell him that I have passed my right to the ten liras on to you.’

It was snowing heavily, and the wind was blowing the snow into great piles against the fences at the sides of the road. In some places the piles were so big that they were beginning to spread right across the road, but as long as cars could keep moving rather fast, they were still managing to get through.
There was one point, however, where there was a sharp bend in the road. There the snow had piled up on both sides, and as cars had to slow down to get round the corner safely, their drivers had to be very skilful to avoid getting stuck.

At last, of course, there was one who was not skilful enough and who let his car stop on the corner. When he tried to start it again, the wheels slipped, and the car finished up deep in the snow and blocking the road.

The next car to reach the corner was in trouble too. The driver had been trying to keep up a good speed to avoid getting stuck, and he did not notice the car blocking the road in front of him until he was almost on top of it. He put his brakes on hard, the wheels of his car locked, and it slid sideways into deep snow.

It was not the last to do this. Car after car came round the corner too fast to stop properly, and finished up in the deep snow at the side of the road. Before long, there were five cars stuck as the snow continued to fall.

At last, a neighbour saw what had happened and telephoned the local garage, which sent a truck to pull the cars out of the snow. The neighbour watched as the garage men pulled them out one by one. When they reached the car which had started all the trouble by getting stuck across the road, the neighbour said to them, ‘You aren’t going to move that one, are you? That’s the one that has brought you all this business today!’

One day Nasreddin went to visit King Tamerlane, who took him to see his horses and donkeys, of which he was very proud. Nasreddin naturally wanted to please the King, so he praised each of the animals greatly.

At last they came to a beautiful cream-coloured donkey which Tamerlane had bought the week before.

‘What a wonderfully clever animal it looks!’ cried Nasreddin. ‘I am sure it could learn to read, Your Majesty!’

As soon as he had said this, he regretted his words, but it was too late to take them back any more.

Tamerlane looked at Nasreddin. ‘Well, well,’ he said after a few moments, ‘so you believe that you could teach my donkey to read, do you? Well, you have one month to do so.’

Nasreddin knew what the King would do to him if he did not succeed
in teaching the donkey to read. He took the animal’s rope and led it to his own house, feeling very unhappy indeed.

Exactly a month later, he went to see the King again with the donkey and a very big book. He put the book in front of the donkey, and the animal began to turn the pages eagerly with its tongue. When it reached the middle of the book, it stopped and began to bray loud and long.

Tamerlane roared with laughter and then said to Nasreddin, ‘How did you teach it to do this trick?’

Nasreddin took a deep breath of relief and then said, ‘Well, Your Majesty, I first put some hay between the first and the second pages, so that the donkey had to turn the first page with his tongue to get the hay. Then the next day, I put the hay between the second and the third pages, so that he had to turn two pages to get the hay. On the third day he had to turn three pages, and so on. Today he brayed because he was angry and disappointed when he did not find any hay in the book at all.’

One day some wise men, who were going about the country trying to find answers to some of the great questions of their time, came to Nasreddin’s district and asked to see the wisest man in the place. Nasreddin was brought forward, and a big crowd gathered to listen.

The first wise man began by asking, ‘Where is the exact centre of the world?’

‘It is under my right heel,’ answered Nasreddin.

‘How can you prove that?’ asked the first wise man.

‘If you don’t believe me,’ answered Nasreddin, ‘measure and see.’

The first wise man had nothing to answer to that, so the second wise man asked his question.

‘How many stars are there in the sky?’ he said.

‘As many as there are hairs on my donkey,’ answered Nasreddin.

‘What proof have you got of that?’ asked the second wise man.

‘If you don’t believe me,’ answered Nasreddin, ‘count the hairs on my donkey and you will see.’

‘That is foolish talk,’ said the other. ‘How can one count the hairs on a donkey?’
'Well,' answered Nasreddin, 'how can one count the stars in the sky? If one is foolish talk, so is the other.' The second wise man was silent.

The third wise man was becoming annoyed with Nasreddin and his answers, so he said, 'You seem to know a lot about your donkey, so can you tell me how many hairs there are in its tail?'

'Yes,' answered Nasreddin. 'There are exactly as many hairs in its tail as there are in your beard.'

'How can you prove that?' said the other.

'I can prove it very easily,' answered Nasreddin. 'You can pull one hair out of my donkey's tail for every one I pull out of your beard. If the hairs on my donkey's tail do not come to an end at exactly the same time as the hairs in your beard, I will admit that I was wrong.'

Of course, the third wise man was not willing to do this, so the crowd declared Nasreddin the winner of the day's arguments.

It was a very wide river, with many great curves in it, and in one of these there lived a large number of wild pigs. Nobody could remember how they had got there, but they managed to live through floods, fires, ice and attacks by hunters.

Then one day a stranger came to the nearest village and asked where he could find the wild pigs. Somebody told him, and he went off. He had no weapons with him, and the village people wondered what he was going to do with the pigs.

When he came back a few months later and said that he had caught all the pigs, the villagers were still more surprised, but some of the men agreed to go with him when he asked for help in bringing the pigs out. They wanted to see whether he was telling the truth.

They soon discovered that he was. All the pigs were inside an enclosure which had a fence round it and a gate in one of its sides.

'How did you do it?' they asked the stranger.

'Well, it was quite easy really,' he answered. 'I began by putting out some Indian corn. At first, they would not touch it, but after a few weeks,
some of the younger pigs began to run out of the bushes, take some of the corn quickly, and then run back. Soon all the pigs were eating the corn I put out. Then I began to build a fence round the corn. At first it was very low, but gradually I built it higher and higher without frightening the pigs away. When I saw that they were waiting for me to bring the corn each day instead of going and searching for their own food as they had done in the past, I built a gate in my fence and shut it one day while they were all eating inside the enclosure. I can catch any animal in the world in the same way if I can get it into the habit of depending on me for its food.’

Although Nasreddin was a poor man, he decided one day to take King Tamerlane a roast goose as a present.

Now, Nasreddin had not had much to eat that day, and soon the smell of the roast goose as he carried it to the King became too much for him, so he tore off one of its legs and ate it.

When he came before the King and offered him the goose, Tamerlane at once noticed that one of the legs was missing. Now, he had himself been born with one bad leg, so that he had never been able to walk properly. When he saw that the goose that Nasreddin was offering him had only one leg, he therefore thought that Nasreddin had done this on purpose to remind him of his own leg. Of course, he was very angry, and as he was a man who was not slow to punish those who angered him, Nasreddin was very frightened.

‘Where is the goose’s other leg?’ the King shouted.

‘Your Majesty,’ answered Nasreddin trembling; ‘all the geese in this part of the country have one leg only.’

‘So you think I am a fool, do you?’ Tamerlane answered.

‘Certainly not, Your Majesty,’ said Nasreddin. ‘If Your Majesty will look out of the window, you will see geese with one leg by the side of your pond.’

Tamerlane looked out of the window, and there the geese were, resting on one leg beside the water. The King at once ordered one of his servants to chase the birds away. The servant took a big stick and threw it at them, and of course, they put down their other legs and ran away.
‘There,’ said Tamerlane. ‘You were lying, Nasreddin. That shows that the geese in this part of the country have two legs, like all other geese.’

‘I beg your pardon, Your Majesty,’ answered Nasreddin, ‘but it doesn’t show anything of the kind. If your servant threw a big stick like that at me, I might grow two more legs myself to help me to run away faster.’

A certain hunter had found a piece of forest where there were plenty of animals to hunt. The only trouble was that the place was very difficult to get to.

He returned from his first visit to the place in late autumn, and could not get back until the snows melted in the following spring. Then he went to the pilot of a small plane, who earned his living by carrying hunters over parts of the country where there were no roads and no railways, and asked him to take him back to his favourite piece of forest.

The pilot did not know the place, so the hunter showed it to him on the map. ‘But there is nowhere to land there, man!’ said the pilot. ‘I have flown over that part of the country on my way to other places, and I know that we can’t land anywhere between this river and these mountains.’

‘I thought you were a wonderful pilot,’ said the hunter. ‘Some of my friends said you could land a plane on a postage stamp.’

‘That’s right,’ answered the pilot. ‘I can land a plane where nobody else can. But I tell you there is nowhere to land in the place you are talking about.’

‘And what if I tell you that another pilot did land me there last spring?’ said the hunter.

‘Is that true?’ asked the pilot.

‘Yes, it is. I swear it.’

Well, this pilot could not let himself be beaten by another, so he agreed to take the hunter.

When they reached the place, the hunter pointed out a small spot without trees in the middle of the forest, with a steep rise at one end. The pilot thought that there was not enough room to land there, but the hunter said that the other pilot had done so the year before, so down went the plane. When it came to the rise, it turned right over onto its back. As the hunter climbed out, he smiled happily and said, ‘Yes, that is exactly how the other pilot managed it last time.’
George had stolen some money, but the police had caught him and he had been put in prison. Now his trial was about to begin, and he felt sure that he would be found guilty and sent to prison for a long time.

Then he discovered that an old friend of his was one of the members of the jury at his trial. Of course, he did not tell anybody, but he managed to see his friend secretly one day. He said to him, ‘Jim, I know that the jury will find me guilty of having stolen the money. I cannot hope to be found not guilty of taking it—that would be too much to expect. But I should be grateful to you for the rest of my life if you could persuade the other members of the jury to add a strong recommendation for mercy to their statement that they consider me guilty.’

‘Well, George,’ answered Jim, ‘I shall certainly try to do what I can for you as an old friend, but of course I cannot promise anything. The other eleven people on the jury look terribly strong-minded to me.’

George said that he would quite understand if Jim was not able to do anything for him, and thanked him warmly for agreeing to help.

The trial went on, and at last the time came for the jury to decide whether George was guilty or not. It took them five hours, but in the end they found George guilty, with a strong recommendation for mercy.

Of course, George was very pleased, but he did not have a chance to see Jim for some time after the trial. At last, however, Jim visited him in prison, and George thanked him warmly and asked him how he had managed to persuade the other members of the jury to recommend mercy.

‘Well, George,’ Jim answered, ‘as I thought, those eleven men were very difficult to persuade, but I managed it in the end by tiring them out. Do you know, those fools had all wanted to find you not guilty!’
APPENDIX

A 2,075 headword vocabulary

The stories in this book are written within the limits of the 2,075-word vocabulary that appears in the following pages, with the exception of the following additional words:

boarding-house, bray, butcher, camouflage, cockpit, giant, goose (pl. geese), instructor, jury, majesty, ox (pl. oxen), petty, rack, sledge, squeak, tomato, trench.

(a.) means adjective [and adverb]; (adv.) means adverb; (conj.) means conjunction; (n.) means noun; (v.) means verb. Letters enclosed in this way (/ /) show pronunciations in international phonetic script. Parts of a word enclosed in [] show optional additions (e.g. ‘accident[al]’ shows that both ‘accident’ and ‘accidental’ are included). / is used to separate alternatives (e.g. ‘air[force/line/mail/port/tight]’ shows that one can have ‘air’, ‘air force’, ‘airline’, ‘airmail’, ‘airport’ and ‘airtight’). [ ] shows that what precedes must be modified before what follows is added (e.g. in ‘absent[/ce]’, the ‘t’ of ‘absent’ has to be dropped before ‘ce’ is added, producing ‘absence’, not ↑ ‘absentce’). ↑ warns the reader that the word that follows is not correct English.

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{able} & \text{able} & \text{able} \\
\text{about} & \text{above} & \text{abroad} & \text{absent[/ce]} \\
\text{absolute} & \text{accept[ed]} & \text{accident[al]} & \text{according} \\
\text{account} & \text{accurate} & \text{accuse[ation/d]} & \text{accustom} \\
\text{ache} & \text{acid} & \text{across} & \text{act[ing/ion/ive/ivity/} \\
\text{or/ress]} & \text{actual} & \text{add[ition]} & \text{address} \\
\text{admire[ation]} & \text{admit[session]} & \text{adopt[ed]} & \text{adult} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{advance[d]} & \text{advantage} & \text{alone} \\
\text{adventure} & \text{advertise[ment]} & \text{along[side]} \\
\text{advice/advise} & \text{[aero]plane} & \text{already} \\
\text{affair} & \text{affect} & \text{also} \\
\text{afford} & \text{afraid} & \text{[al]though} \\
\text{after[noon]} & \text{again} & \text{altogether} \\
\text{against} & \text{age} & \text{always} \\
\text{agent[/cy]} & \text{ago} & \text{a.m.} \\
\text{agreement} & \text{[dis]agree[ment]} & \text{ambition[/ious]} \\
\text{agriculture[/al]} & \text{ahead} & \text{ambulance} \\
\text{aim[less]} & \text{air[force/line/} & \text{among[st]} \\
\text{mail/port/} & \text{tight]} & \text{amount} \\
\text{ago} & \text{anger[/ry]} & \text{amuse[/ing/ment]} \\
\text{ancient} & \text{angle} & \text{anchor} \\
\text{and} & \text{animal} & \text{ancient} \\
\text{anger[/ry]} & \text{ankle} & \text{and} \\
\text{angle} & \text{animal} & \text{answer} \\
\text{animal} & \text{ankle} & \text{answer} \\
\text{and} & \text{animal} & \text{ant} \\
\text{animal} & \text{ankle} & \text{anxious[/iety]} \\
\text{angle} & \text{animal} & \text{any[how]} \\
\text{animal} & \text{ankle} & \text{apart} \\
\text{angle} & \text{animal} & \text{apology[/ize]} \\
\end{array}
\]
[dis] appear[ance]
applaud[se]
apple
[mis] apply[lication/ied]
appoint[ment]
[dis] approve[al]
arch[ed/way]
argue[ment]
arithmetic
arm ((un)armed)
arbour
army
arrange[ment]
arrest
arrive[al]
arrow
art[centre/]
  istic/school
article
artificial
as
ash[tray]
ask
association
astonish[ed/ing/ment]
at
attack
attempt
attend[ance/ant/]
  tion/tive]
attrac[tion/ive]
audience
aunt
autumn
avenue
average
avoid[ance]
  (un)avoidable
away
awkward[ness]
axe

bar
barber
bare[headed/legged]
bargain
bark
barrel
base (n. & v.)
basin
basis
basket
bath[room/tap]
  (bath)
battery
battle
bay
be[ing]
beach
bead
beak
beam
bean
bear (n.)
bear (v.)
beard
beast
beat[en/ing]
beauty[iful]
because
become
bed[clothes/ding/]
  room]
bee
beer
before
beg[gar]
begin[ning]
behave[our]
behind
believe[f]
bell
belong
below
belt
bench
bend
beneath
berry
beside
besides
between
beyond
bicycle
big
bill
bind[ing]
  (bound)
bird
birth[day/-cake/place]
biscuit
bit
bite
bitter[ness]
black[bearded/]
  board]
blade
blame
blanket
bless[ed/ing]
blind[ing]
block
blood/bleed
blouse
brow (n.)
brow (v.)
blue[black]
blunt
board
boast[ful]
boat
body[guard/ily]
  (also -body, e.g. in
    anybody)
boil[er]
bold[ness]
bomb
bone
book[-case]
boot
border
bore
bored
boredom
boring
born
borrow
both
bottle
bottom
boundary
bounds
  (unbounded)
bowl[tie]
bow (v.)
bowl (n.)
box (n.)
boy
bracelet
brain
brake
branch
brass
brave[ry]
bread
break[age]
  (broken)
breakfast
breath[e]  
bribe[ry]  
brick  
bridge  
bright[en]  
bring  
broad[en]  
(breadth)  
broadcast  
brother  
brown  
bruise  
brush  
bucket  
build[ing]  
bullet  
bunch  
bundle  
burn[ing]  
burst  
bury[/ial]  
[ground/place]  
bus  
bush[y]  
business[man]  
(un)businesslike  
busy  
but  
butter[-dish]  
butterfly  
button[-hole]  
buy[er]  
by  
cabbage  
cage  
cake  
[mis] calculate[/ion]  
call  
calm  
camera  
camp  
can (n.)  
can (v.)  
canal  
candle  
cap  
cape  
capital  
captain  
car  
card[board]  
care[ful/less]  
carpet  
carriage  
carry  
cart  
case  
castle  
cat  
catch[ing]  
cause  
caution[/ious]  
cave  
ceiling  
celebrate[d/ion]  
cent  
centre[/al]  
century  
ceremony[/ial/ious]  
certain[ty]  
chain  
chair[man]  
chalk  
chance  
change  
character  
charcoal  
charge  
charm[ing]  
cheap  
cheat  
check  
cheek  
cheer[ful/ing]  
cheese  
chemical[/ist[ry]]  
cheque  
chest  
chew  
chicken  
chief  
child[-bearing/  
hood/ish/like]  
chimney  
chin  
chocolate  
choose/choice  
Christmas  
church  
cigarette[-tin]  
cinema  
circle[/ular]  
circus  
city[/izen]  
civilized[/ation]  
claim  
class[room]  
classify[/ication]  
clay  
clean[ness]  
clear[ness]  
clerk  
clever  
cliff  
climate  
climb[er/ing]  
clock[work]  
close (a.)  
close[d]  
cloth  
clothe[/ing/s]  
cloud[y]  
club  
coal[mine]  
course  
coast[-line]  
coat  
cock  
coffee[-pot]  
coin  
cold[ness]  
collar  
collect[ion/or]  
college  
colony[/ial]  
colour[ed/ing]  
column  
comb  
combine[/ation/d]  
come  
(dis) comfort  
(un)comfortable  
(comforting)  
command[er]  
commerce[/ial]  
committee  
(un) common  
(commonsense)  
company[/ion[ship]]  
compare[/ison]  
compete[/ing/ition/  
itor]  
complain[t]  
complete  
complicated  
compose[/ition/r]  
concern[ing]  
condition  
confess[ion]  
confident[/ce]  
confidential  
confuse[d/ing/ion]  
gratulate[/ions]  
connect[ion]  
conquer[ed/ing/st]  
conscience  
(un) conscious[ness]  
consider[ation/ing]  
contain[er]  
(dis) content[ed]  
continue[/al/ous]  
control  
(in) convenient[/ce]
frame[work]
free[dom]
freeze
(frozen)
frequent (a.)
fresh[en/ness]
friend[ly/ship]
fright[en/ed]
from
front
fruit
fry
full
funeral
fun[ny]
fur
furnish[ed]
(furniture)
further/furthest
future

gain
game
gap
garage
garden[er]
gas
gate[way]
gather
gay[iety]
general (a.)
general (n.)
generous[osity]
gentle[ness]
gentleman
geography
geometry
get
girl
give
(gift)
glad
glass[es/y]
glory[/ious]
glue
go
goal
goat
god[dess]
(also god-, e.g. in godson)
gold[en/-mine]
goodbye
good[ness]
goods
govern[ment/or]
(misgovern)
grace[ful]
gradual
grain
gram
(also -gram, e.g. in kilogram)
grammar/[t]ical
gramophone
grand
(also grand-, e.g. in grandson)
grape
grass[y]
grateful
grave[stone]
grease[/y]
great[ness]
greed[y]
green
greet[ing]
grey
grill
grind
groan
ground
group
grow[n-up/th]
growl
guard
guess
guest
guide[-book]
(misguided)
guilt[less/y]
gun
habit
hair[y]
half[penny]
(halve)
hall
hammer
hand[bag/ful/shake/
writing]
handkerchief
handle
handsome
hang
happen[ing]
[un]happy[/iness]
harbour
hard[en/ness]
hardly
harm[ful/less]
harvest[-time]
haste[n/y]
hat[-stand]
hate[ful/red]

have
hay
he
head[ing/master/
        mistress]
heat
health[y]
heap
hear[er/ing]
heart
heaven[ly]
heavy
heal
help[er/ful/ing/less]
hen
here
hesitate[ion]
hide
height[en]
hill[side/top/y]
hinder[ance]
hire
history[/ian/ic/al]
hit
hobby
hold[er]
hole
holiday
hollow
holy[/iness]
home[less/made/
       work]
[dis] honest[y]
honey
[dis] honour[able]
hook
hooray/hurrah
hope[ful/less]
horizon[tal]
horn
horse[back/man/shoe]
hospital
host[ess]
hot
(heating)
hotel
hour[-hand/ly]
house[hold/er]/
        keeper/keeping/
wife/work]
how[ever]
huge
hullo
human[ity]
humble
hunger[/ry]
hunt[er/ing]
pray[er{book}]
predict[er]
prejudiced
prejudice
(prejudiced)
prepare[ation]
present (n. & v.)
present{ce}
press{ure}
predict[ed{ce}]
pretty{ness}
prevent{ion}
price
priest
prime minister
prince{ss}
print{ed{er{ing}-press}
prison{er}
(inprison)
private
prize[d]
probable{ility}
problem
procession
produce{rt/t /
tion/tive}
profession{al}
professor
profit
programme
progress
promise{ing}
prompt{ness}
pronounce
(/nunciation)
(proper
property
propose{al}
protection
proud/pride
prove/proof
provide
public
pull
pump
punctual{ity}
punish{ment}
pupil
(im) pure{ity}
purple
purpose
push[ing]
put
puzzle{/ing}
qualify/{ication/ied]
quality
quantity
quarrel{some}
quarrel{some}
quarrel{ly}
queen
question{-mark}
quick{ness}
quiet{en/ness}
quite
rabbit
race{-course/-horse}
racket
radio
rain[ing/way{-line/
-track}]
raw[bow/coat/fall /
s/water]
raise
rank
rapid{ity}
rare
rash (n.)
rat
rate
rather
raw{ness}
ray
razor
reach
read[er/ing-room]
ready{-made}
real[ity]
realize{/ation}
reason{able{ness]}
receive{pt/r]
recent
recite
recognize{/tion
recommenda{tion
record
red{den/dish/-hot]
reduce{/tion]
refer{ence}
reflection
refreshing{ment[s]
refrigerator
refuse{al]
regard
(regarding)
(regardless)
regret
[ir] regular{ity}
rejoice{/ing[s]
relation
relative (n.)
relieve[f]
religion{ous}
remain{ing/s]
remark
remedy
remember
remind
rent
repair
repeat[ed]
replace
reply
report{er
represent{ative
republic
reputation
request
rescue
reserve
resign{ation
respect{ful
(respectable
responsible{ility
rest (n.)
rest[less]
restaurant
result[ing
retire{ment
return
revenge
review
reward
ribbon
rice
rich[es]
rid
ride[r]
rifle (n.)
right{angle/
hand[ed]
ring (v.)
ring[ed]
rude
ripe[n]
risen{ing
(raise
risk[y]
rival[ry]
river{-side]
road{side]
roar
roast
rob[ber[y]]
rock[y]
rod
roll[er/ing]
roof
room
root[ed]
rope
rose
rot[ten]
rough[ness]
round[about]
(around)
row (n.) (/rəʊ/)
row (n. & v.) (/rəʊ/)
royal[ty]
rub
rubber
rubbish
rude[ness]
rug
ruin[ed]
rule[r/ing]
ruler
run[ner/ning]
rush[ing]
rust[y]
sack
sacred
sacrifice
sad[den/ness]
saddle
safe[ty]
(save/[ing])
sail/[ing-ship]
sailor
sake
salary[/ied]
salt[y]
same
sample
sand[bank/hill/s/y]
sandwich
[dis] satisfy/[action/ied]
(unsatisfactory)
sauce
saucer
sausage
saw[dust/mill]
say[ing]
scale
scales
scarcity
scatter
scene[ry]
scent[ed]
school[master/
mistress/time]
science[/tific/tist]
scissors
scold[ing]
score
scorn[ful]
scout
scrape
scratch
scream
screen
screw[driver]
(un) screw
sea[bathing/blue/
coast/level/man/
port/shell/side/
voyage/wall/water/
weed]
search[ing]
season
seat
second (n.)
second[-hand]
secret[cy]
secretary
see
seed
seem
seize
seldom
self[conscious
(unsatisfied]/ contained/
control/defence/
governing/
government/
interest/respect/
sacrifice]
(selfish)
(also -self/ selves,
as in myself,
ourselves)
sell[er]
(sale/ sam)
send
sense[ation/ible]
(lin)sensitive
(nonsense[ical])
sentence
seperate[ion]
serious[ness]
serving[ant/ice]
set
settle[ment/r]
several
severe
sewing
shade[y]
shadow[y]
shake
shall
shallow[ness/s]
shame[ful/less]
(ashamed)
shape[less]
share
sharp[en/ness]
shave[ings/
ing-brush/
ing-soap]
shove[er]
ship[building/ment/
per/ping/wreck]
shirt
shock[ed/ing]
shoe[maker]
shoot
(shot[gun])
shop[keeper/keeping]
[a] shore
short[en/ness]
shorts
shoulder
shout
shout[y]
shower
shut
shy[ness]
sick[ness/-room]
sideways
(aside)
sight[seeing]
signature
sign[-post]
signal[box]
silent[ice]
silk[worm/y]
silly
silver[y]
simple[ity]
since
sincere
sign[er]
single[ular]
sink
sir
sister
sit
situation
size
skill[ed/ful]
skin
skirt
sky
slave[ry]
sleep[er/iness/less/y]
(asleep)
slice
slide[ing]
slight
slippery
slope[ing]
slow[-moving/ness]
smack (n. & v.)
small[ness]
smell
smile
smoke[d/ing][-carriage]/
r/y
smooth[ness]
snake
sneeze
snow[ball/shoes]/
storm/white/y
so[-called]
soap[y]
social/society
sock
soft[en/ness]
soul (n.)
soldier
solemn
solid
solve[ution]
some[how/times]
son
song[-book]
soon
sore
sorrow[ful]
sorry
sort
soul
sound (n. & v.)
soup
sour
south[ern]
sow (v.)
space
spade
spare
speak[er]
(speech)
speed
spell[ing]
spend
spill
spin[ning-wheel]
spirit
spit
spite
splash
splendid
split
spoil[t]
spoon[ful]
sport[ing/sman]
spot[less/ted]
spread
spring[time]
square
squat (v.)
staff
stage
stain
stairs[/case]
(also -stairs, e.g. in upstairs)
stale
stamp[-book/
collecter]
stand
standard[ize]
star
start
state (n.)
state[ment]
station
stay
[un] steady
steal
steam[boat/
engine/er/ship]
steel
steep
steer[ing-wheel]
stem
step[ping-stone]
stick (n.)
stick[ing-plaster/y]
stiff[en/ness]
still (adv.)
still[ness]
string
stir[ring]
stock
stocking
stomach
stone
stop[page/per]
(non-stop)
store[-house/
keeper/room]
storm[y]
story[-teller/-telling]
stove
straight[en]
strange[ness/r]
strap
straw
stream
street
stretch
strict
strike
string
strip
stripe[d]
stroke
strong
(strength[en])
struggle
student
study
stuff
stupid[ity]
subject
submarine
substance
succeed[ess/ful]
such
suck
sudden
suffer[ing/s]
sugar[-bowl]
suggestion
suit (n.)
((un)suitable)
suit[case]
sum
summer[time]
sun[burn/t]/light/
ny/rise/set/shine
supper
supply
support
suppose
sure
surface
surprise[d/ing]
surround[ing/s]
suspect[ed/ication/
icious]
swallow (v.)
swear
sweat
sweep
sweet[en/ness]
swell[ing]
(swollen)
swim[mer/ming-bath]
swing[ing]
switch
sword
sympathy[/etic[ally]/
  ize]
system
table[spoon]
tablet
tail	
tailor
take
talk
tall	
tame
tank
tap (n.)
tap (n. & v.)
taste[less]
tax[-collector]
taxi
tea[cup/pot/spoon]
teach[er/ings]
team
tear (/tiə/)
tear (/teə/)
telegram[/ph]
telephone
teleoscope
television
tell
temper
temperature
temple
tempt[ation/er/ing]
tend[ency]
tender[ness]
tennis
tent
term
terrible
test
than
thank[ful/s]
that/those
that (conj. & rel.)
the
theatre[-ical]
then
there
therefore
thermometer
they
thick[en/ness]
thief
thin[ness]
thing
(also -thing, e.g.
in nothing)
think[er]
thirst[y]
this/these
thorn[y]
thorough
thought[ful[ness]]
thread
threat[en[ing]]
throat
through
throw
thumb
thunder
thus
ticket
tide[all]
tidy
tie (n. & v.)
tiger
tight[en]
till (prep.)
time[table]
tin[ned]
tip
tire[d/ing]
title
to
tobacco
today
toe
together
tomorrow
tonne
tongue
tonight
too
took
tooth[paste]
top	
torch
total
touch
tough
tour[ist]
towards
towel
tower
town[-hall]
toy
track
trade[mark/r/
  sman/-union]
trafic
train (n.)
train[ed/ing/
  ing-college]
translate[ion/or]
transparent
trap[ped/ping]
travel[ier]
tray
treasure[r/y]
treat[ment]
tree
tremble
tribe
trick
trip
trouble[d/some]
trouser leg/pocket
truck
true[th/ful[ness]]
trumpet
trunk
trust[ed]
  (distrust)
try[jail]
tube
tune
tunnel
turn[ing]
twice
twist
type[ist/riter]
tyre
ugly[iness]
underground/line/neath/
sell/sized]
[mis] understand[ing]
union
unit
unite[y]
universe[al]
university
unless
until
up[-and-down/hill/
  on/per[most]/right/
  set/side-down/
  -to-date]
urge[nt]
used to

[vain]
vain
valley
value[able/less]
van
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